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The analytical equation oj state jor liquid water, proposed by Jeffery and Austin, is
discussed and used jor calculating oj the sound velocity and the param eter BI A in the paper.
These acoustic quantities, obtained jor the theoretical model, are compared with
experimental data. Some corrections to the equation oj sta te, resulting from the comparison,
~F~W~ .

INTRODUCTION

An analytical equation of state for liquid water is interesting problem for many of
physicists, for the sake of wide applications. The triais of building universal theoretical model
of liquid water were made in the past. It is obviously, the problem still is not closed.

The one of the groups, which deals with the subject of liquid water is PooIe et al. They
proposed to extend the van der Waals equation of state for that medium [1], in order to
incorporate, in approximate fashion, the effects of the network of hydrogen bonds. The model
they obtained predicts in a qualitatively way the special thermodynamic properties of water.
They gave the formula for Helmholtz free energy FHE which is responsible for the hydro gen
bonds behavior.

The other group is Song, Mason and Ihm, which elaborated the analytical equation of
state for molecular fluid, based on an perturbation theory for hard convex bodies [2,3]. They
obtained a fifth-order polynomial in the density, that seems to be valid for the many of real
fluids, what was tested with experimental data, hovewer the mentioned equation not shows
density anomaly around 4 "C in liquid water.
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1. ANAL YTICAL EQUA TION FOR LIQUID WATER

In 1999 year, C. A. Jeffery and P.H. Austin proposed an analytical equation of state for
liquid water [4] that was a modification of the Song-Mason-Ihm equation but for the polar
fluid, with taking into considerations the hydro gen bonds effect, such in Poole et al. paper. In
that approach the equation of state has form:

(1)

where p is expressed in mol1m3 unit and function b(T) has form:

b(T) = vB (0.25ej/(23T1TB+OS)- bje2.3T'TB+ b2) = VB(eT,(T)- bjeT2(T)+ b2)

~(T)=-ln4+(2.3~ +0.5r r;(T)=2.3~.
(2)

The constants in the equation have the following values: a = aVDW= 0.5542 Pa m6/mot2;

A = 0.3159; a= 2.145 VB; bo = 1.0823 VB; b, = 0.02774; b: = 0.23578, Boyle volume:
VB = 4.1782* 10 -5 m3lmol; Boyle temperature TB= 1408.4 K, R - universal gas constant.
The equation of state for free energy proposed by these same authors is:

F = G(p, T) - RT'ł' (T), (3)

with additional formulas:

RTaG(p,T) = RT logp-RTbop-ap---log(1-Ab(T)p)-RT(-3 log A(T)+l)+ Go, (4)
Ab(T)

'ł'(T) = 'ł' j + 'ł'2 TBAb(T) + 'I'3 Ts .
Ta T

(5)

Thenewsymbolsaredenotebyauthorsas: Go=21470Jlmol, 'f'j=5.13, 'f'2= 20.04,
'f'J= 2.73 and A means temperature wavelength.

Some of estimated constants, given below, differ from those in a theoretical water model
which takes into account influence ofhydrogen bonds [Sec.III ofRef.4]. However, we limited
ourselves to this approach (without hydro gen bonds), because we compare theoretical and
experimental data in higher than characteristic for the hydrogen bonds effect temperatures.
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2. SOUND VELOCITY AND B/A FOR NEW MODEL OF LIQUID WATER

The presented theoretical model of liquid water can be used to calculate the theoretical
values of the sound velocity and the nonlinearity parameter B/A.

The general expression for the sound velocity c is given by:

Index "S" means that proces s is isoentropic, but we can assume reversible adiabatic process,
in this case. For B/A we use the general expression (see, e.g., [5]): .

In order to find the acoustic wave propagation velocity, in the discussed medium, according
above formula, we put dS = O for adiabatic process and use the known formula of
thermodynamics: U =F - T( ~nv'We make the following transformations: (bottom index

me ans partial differential, for example F r means ~';)

dU = dF - dTFr - TdFr.

dF = dG - RdT'ł' - RT'ł' rdT,

dFr = dGr - Rd'ł' - RdT'ł' r - RT'ł' rrdT,

ext, we obtain the equation:

where dT we treat as an element of the expression: dp = pr dT + ppdp, and finally the
required formula is: (we remind that: p = p(p, T), G = G(p, T) and 'P == 'P(T)

2 /31(Gp - TGrp +7-) + T /32(Grr - 2R'ł' r - RT'ł' rr )
c = .

T (Grr - 2R'ł' r - RT'ł' tt )
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In order to make shorter the above formula we have introduced some new symbols:

op
/32 (p, T) := op

[

1 (8 J]b a p- A - b
PR(l-~-~+ u p J pTR ~+8T

J..l J..lR T J..l- A b p J..lR T2 ( J..l- A b P )2
~I := -----'--'----'--------'----'---"- + __ ----'--' ----'-'----_--'-'--L

J..l J..l

T R (l __ b_o_p _ ~ + a p J p T R (_ ~ __ a_ + a + a p A b )
~2 := J..l J..lR T J..l- A b p + __ ~_'_J..l_~J..l_R_T_ _'__~l_-_A_b...:..p_~(!_J..l_-_A_b.._!_p~)2L

J..l J..l

ob(T) __ vs[exP((2.3-TITs +0.5fl) . l
- 2.3 2 +b1exp(2.3 TITs)et Ta 4(2.3.TITs +0.5)

We consider this expression as valid in the same range as the general equations of
state we used. Hence we differentiate it, tak ing into account the adiabaticity condition when
evaluate derivatives dT/dp. The expression of the nonlinear parameter BIA has a complicated
form, however one can calculate some values of it using a computer program.

It must be underlined, the derived formulas for c and BIA are general in the sense that
only the thermodynamical relations for the simple medium had been used.

3. COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Today, pure liquid water is described in the experimental studies very well. We have
plenty of information about special and amazing properties of water. The dependence of the
sound velocity on temperature seems to be one of these very interesting characteristics. It
must be notice, that the sound velocity grows due temperature to 74°C and next becomes
smaller. The peculiarity of the water results probably from long-range order, strong polarity
and strong association ofwater molecules.

Fig.l shows the mentioned dependence and presents, simułtaneously, the theoretical
curves, obtained for analytical equation (Jeffery and Austin model). Figure 3, in similar way
shows B/A dependence. Next, fig.2 and fig.4 present some changes of the sound velocity c
and the nonlinearity parameter B/A when pressure ofmeasurements grows to 50 MPa.

It must be emphasized, the presented corrections ( A. = 0.2442 instead of 0.3159 ,
bo = - 0.000026 instead of 0.000045 and 1j/2 = 22.044 instead 20.04) to the constants must be
treated as an example only, not necessarily quite right, what Fig.3 and 4 shows. There are a
few constants, which are estimated for water with using experimental measurements, in
Jeffery and Austin paper. So, some changes of these constants theoretically are still possible.
The important question is which corrections are sensible.

In general, using the acoustic parameters we have an effective tool for testing som e new
equations of state. A fact seems to be interesting is, the density values, calculated by using the
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presented analytic equation of state, are not agree with the experiment data [7]. So, in this
paper we calculate sound velocity for the known experimental densities. Hovewer, during the
B/A (C/A, D/A ... ) calculation process, some possible errors increase, so could be found that
the higher parameters are more sensitivity and more helpful in testing some equations of state.
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Fig.2. Dependence ofsound velocity on pressure, T = 303.15 K
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Connecting thennodynamic physics and acoustics seems to be an interesting source of
infonnation about considered medium. We probably make a sensitive mechanism to test and
correct theoretical models of various fluids, using of some experimental data for c and BIA. In
future could be possible concluding about molecular structure of medium from acoustic
researches of fluids.
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Fig.3 and 4. Dependences ofparameter B/A on temperature in 1Q5Papressure
and on pressure in 303.15 K

4. CONCLUSIONS
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